
MANAGED DETECTION 
AND RESPONSE
Increased threat activity and the technologies implemented to detect them create 
a profusion of alerts. But not all alerts are created equal and without continuous 
monitoring and escalation of the appropriate alerts, serious threats can go undetected 
in your environment for months. 

24X7 THREAT MONITORING, DELIVERED
A nationwide IT resource shortage and persistent learning needed for 
today’s threat landscape heighten the challenges facing teams that are 
already overwhelmed with alert fatigue. This can lead to undetected and 
unremediated risks that put your organization in jeopardy. Sirius partners 
with Arctic Wolf to help you respond faster.

Arctic Wolf® Managed Detection and Response (MDR) is built on its 
cloud-native platform and delivered as a concierge service by a dedicated 
Concierge Security® Team (CST). The experts of Sirius Security help you 
leverage your existing infrastructure and security technologies by linking 
them to the Arctic Wolf Platform. We help to onboard the agent and log 
sources, ensuring that the connections with your cloud and internal 
systems are complete.

BENEFITS
• Reduce risk with continuous 

monitoring of your environment

• Free your internal team to focus 
on other projects

• Investigate and respond to threats 
faster

• Improve your team’s skill 
and knowledge with guided 
remediation and interaction with 
your assigned team
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ARCTIC WOLF MDR
Arctic Wolf MDR uses your internal and external network, 
endpoint and cloud environments— enriched by external 
threat feeds—to deliver granularity and context to incidents 
that are investigated and triaged by  your CST. Your 
deployment includes access to the Arctic Wolf Customer 
Portal and the Arctic Wolf Agent.

Through the Portal, your team has access to tactical and 
strategic insight and your CST. You’ll also have a view into 
your security score and currently deployed Arctic Wolf 
Agents.

• Detect threats with broad visibility and 24x7 monitoring

• Respond faster to contain threats before damage occurs

• Recover by implementing custom rules and workflows

CONCIERGE SECURITY TEAM
Your assigned CST is your single point of contact, augmenting 
your team to improve threat monitoring and response with 
around-the-clock monitoring. Highly skilled in detecting 
advanced threats, your CST will triage your critical events 
and deliver actionable insights that are customized to your 
environment.

• 24x7 monitoring delivers rapid response and real-time remediation

• SOC experts conduct proactive threat hunting to find suspicious 
activity and filter out the noise

• Your named advisors provide security posture reviews and 
guidance to enhance your security posture


